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identity branding
CLIENT
Recess Arcade Bar

DESCRIPTION
A new concept for Historic 6th Street, Recess Arcade Bar mixes clas-
sic arcade games with the bar/nightlife atmosphere. 

The pacman imagery, muted primary color scheme, and linear type-
face portray a balance of retro and modern. To bring in the bar/night-
life aspect of the brand, I made a subtle change to the “s” to create a 
martini glass. 



design development
CLIENT
Recess Arcade Bar

DESCRIPTION
HTML, CSS, Contact Form, Photo Gallery



CLIENT
The Range Golf Club & Sports Bar

DESCRIPTION
This restaurant is a unique fusion between a golf club and a sports bar. The biggest attraction are the 6 HD Golf Simula-
tors spread throughout the restaurant. 

The concept for the menu was a modern-age golfer. I wanted to  develop something that would appeal to the average 
golfer but still be playful and innovative for a young crowd looking for a fun atmosphere.

menudesign



design development
CLIENT
The Range Golf Club & Sports Bar

DESCRIPTION
HTML, CSS, Slideshow Background, Contact Form



posterdesign
CLIENT
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation / Milan Productions

DESCRIPTION
Dance to Breathe is an annual fundraising event to benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. This 
event brings together various types of dance including hip hop, lyrical, modern, and stilletto. 

I wanted the poster to portray the unification of all forms of dance.  To accomplish this, I created 
a focal point with several silhouttes from each type of dance that would be showcased at the 
event. Since the client wanted to highlight the hip hop form, I included a photographic element 
of the hip hop dancer on the top layer. 



design development
CLIENT
Cedar Park Sleep Center

DESCRIPTION
HTML, CSS, Photo Gallery, Contact Form
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CLIENT
Paradise Cove Marina

DESCRIPTION
This was a re-brand for a marina on Lake Travis that was struggling due to bad management from the past owner. After 
the project was finished, occupancy rates shot up to 100%. 



design development
CLIENT
Paradise Cove Marina

DESCRIPTION
HTML, CSS, Photo Gallery, Contact Form
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CLIENT
Erin & Ben Peterson

EVENT DETAILS
Colors: Yellow & Navy Blue    Flower: Calla Lily

wedding invites



design development
CLIENT
Sunval Real Estate Valuation

DESCRIPTION
HTML, CSS, Contact Form



CLIENT
Urbaun Development

DESCRIPTION
This real estate development firm in Austin, TX based their name around the Bauhaus. 

For the identity, I modernized certain elements of the Bauhaus style to give the brand an urban feel. Since one of the 
main aspects of the company is real estate development in the city, I thought that it was important to capture that by 
incorporating a skyscraper graphic.  
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